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THE

ITALIAN VIDEO GAME MARKET

ITALY AT GLANCE
Italy is the third most populous member state of the European Union and the world’s eighth largest economy

As the home of the most numerous collection of heritage sites, Italy is the 5th most visited country in the world and a recognized world
leader in design

Despite economic adversity, ‘Brand Italy’ continues to make its mark on the world

The Italian economy was one of the first ones to get hit by Covid-19, shrank by 8.9 percent in 2020, but as of April 2021 it is showing signs of
recovery driven by exports

Italy will receive the 2nd largest allocation of EU non-refundable grants (68 Billion €) focused on digital and green technology, education,
innovation and research, to help repair the economic and social damage brought about by the coronavirus pandemic

Italy has been recurringly within the ten largest consumer markets for the gaming industry, and in recent years its has been strengthening
and expanding its local game development ecosystem

Several factors are positioning Italy as relevant gaming hub, including: the proven track-record of recent studios that have scaled
internationally, the expansion of the local and international talent pool, the strategic shift of Italian studios to focus on high quality AA and
AAA console and PC games, and the cohesive efforts of the local industry Association and its members

The imminent arrival of government policies and subsidies will further enable Italian gaming companies to finally compete in level-playing
with other EU countries
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GAMING MARKET IN ITALY
The Italian games market was up 21.9% in 2020, driving a turnover of €2.179 Billion

82% of annual turnover came from software (€1.784 billion), 18% from hardware (€395 million), lifted by the launch of the new generation
consoles

From the total video game revenue in Italy, the console segment represents 43%, while the PC and mobile generate 33% and 23%
respectively

84% of software revenue came through digital channels, via mobile devices, PC’s and/or consoles

There are 16.7 million gamers in Italy, which equal 38% of the total population

Average time spent playing games was 8 hours per week, half an hour more than in 2019, and during the Spring 2020 lockdowns, this
indicator peaked to 8.5 hours per week (an all-time high)

62% of teenagers between 11 and 14 years play games on their mobile phones

67% of Italian gamers who play more than 4 hours a week follow a streamer on YouTube and/or Twitch

Sources: IDG Analysis, IIDEA
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Sources: IIDEA Annual Report

TOP CONSOLE GENRES

ASSASSIN'S CREED VALHALLA
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THE ITALIAN VIDEO GAME MARKET IN 2020

Italy’s total games market increased by an
estimated 21.9% in 2020 to 2.18 billion €
Digital sales of console and PC games posted
a 32,7% growth
Overall, the console gaming market (consoles
+ accessories) in Italy reached to 395 million €
Sales of home consoles increased by 6.9%,
reaching 772K units
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PROFILE OF THE ITALIAN GAMER
The most popular gaming devices in Italy are
the mobile phones, followed by the PC

However, consoles are the device where users
play more hours per week
Women represent almost half of gamers in
Italy
43% of Gamers are in the 15-34 age group

Sources: IIDEA Annual Report
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METHODOLOGY

The research was conducted via an online
questionnaire, active between February 24 and
April 1 2021, open to Italian companies and freelancers
operating in the game development sector.
Respondents provided indications with respect to 15
macro-areas of investigation

160 valid responses were recorded, an increase of 26%
compared to the number of responses recorded in
2018. 73% of respondents were businesses, 18%
freelancers and 9% other types of organizations
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ITALIAN GAME DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
There are approximately 160 game development companies and informal teams with over 1,600 people employed in the gaming sector

Italian developers are predominantly focused on premium games for console and PC platforms, and are growing in global recognition for
having the capability to develop games with AA and AAA quality, at indie-game cost levels

The geographic dispersion of these companies covers most regions, but the areas with more concentration include Lombardy, Lazio,
Emilia Romagna and Sicily

International groups have started to make investments and acquisitions, but the bulk of local gaming companies remains independent
and IDG considers that there are strong prospects for further M&A activity

Unlike other Southern European countries that have multiple game development associations, Italian publishers and developers are
represented by one single trade body: IIDEA, the Italian Interactive & Digital Entertainment Association
Italian development companies:
Are constantly growing their talent pool to expand their reach to more platforms (including new gen consoles) and to handle
simultaneous projects, starting to hire from international locations via remote work systems and procedures
Have a proven track record for successfully partnering with international companies, including top tier gaming powerhouses
including Microsoft/Xbox, PlayStation, Nintendo, Epic Games among others
Have established an innovative approach to stand out in both reinterpreting franchises or in crafting new genres, and some of
their studios are role models on how to maximize the potential for IP-based games from world class brands
Sources: IDG Analysis, IIDEA
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IIDEA DEVELOPER CENSUS RESULTS

ITALIAN VIDEO GAME COMPANIES IN 2021

Most of the firms (73%) have been operational for at least 4 years (vs 51% in the 2018 Census)
Almost 2 in 5 Italian gaming firms have been active for at least the last 7 years

Number of firms with revenue > 500.000 € also increased (26% vs 17% 2018)
About a third of Italian gaming firms have over 10 employees
This growth is in great part due to the increase of the number of firms with over 20 employees
(19% vs 12% 2018)
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EMPLOYEES IN ITALIAN GAMING COMPANIES
Number of employees: over 1,600, an increase of more than
500 compared to 2018 (+45%)
The games sector employs many young professionals, 79% of
employees are less than 36 years old
Employees active in the production of games are
concentrated in the Art (30%) and Technology (25%) functions

DESIGN: Game Designer, Level Designer, Creative Director, Lead Game Designer,
Sound Designer, Scenography / Dialogues or similar roles.
ART: 3D Artist, 2D Artist, Concept Artist, Art Director, Animator, Lead Artist or
similar roles.
TECHNOLOGY: Programmer, Technical Director or similar roles.
MANAGEMENT: Producer, Associate Producer, Production Director, Game
Director or similar roles.
SUPPORT: Game Master, Data Analyst, Community Manager, Marketing Director,
User Acquisition Manager, Live Ops Manager, Brand Manager, Business
Developer, Traffic Manager, Localization, Data Scientist, Author or similar roles.
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HIRING AND COLLABORATIONS
During 2019 and 2020, 35% of respondents hired new
employees

76% of respondents have
initiated collaborations during the last 2 years

Of the respondents who have hired or started a
collaboration:
77% did so in the Art area, 54% in
Technology area and 47% in the Design
area
59% of respondents intend to hire or start
collaborations in 2021/2022, being Technology and Art
the most sought-after profiles
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SOURCES OF FINANCING
The vast majority of respondents use equity to
fund their business (93% vs 88% 2018)

Interesting statistics showing the growth of the
Italian video games industry include the
growing support from publishers (28% vs 21% in
2018), and the use of public funding (24% vs 6%
in 2018) and banking institutions (18% vs 6% in
2018)
This growth can be seen as a reflection
in the increased trust and confidence
third-parties have on the success of
Italian games
5% of studios used financial support from
platform holders
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TOP MARKETPLACES FOR ITALIAN GAMES
Steam continues to be the main sales gateway for
Italian studios (74% of them sell games on Valve’s
platform)

Epic Games Store, a new entry in the survey, is
already used by 25% of studios

Mobile stores remained stable with Google Play and
App Store used by 47% and 46% respectively

For consoles, Nintendo eShop is the preferred store
(38% vs 19% in 2018). This is followed by Microsoft
Store (36% vs 17% in 2018) and PlayStation Store
(34% vs 25% in 2018)
The large increases in console
marketplaces (Nintendo eShop, Microsoft
Store, PlayStation Store) can be read as an
indicator of a higher number of larger
games coming out of Italy
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TA R G E T M A R K E T S
68% of Italian firms’ revenue comes from B2C,
17% from B2B and 15% from outsourcing and other
sources

39% of firms operate in both B2C and B2B markets

32% of firms operate exclusively in the B2C market

29% of firms operate exclusively in the B2B market
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P LAT F O R M S
PC remains the preferred development platform,
followed by mobile but development for console is
gaining share

Slight decrease for development on mobile (27% vs
29% 2018), where 14% focus on Android and 13% on
iOS

27% of studios have already developed a VR/AR/MR
title

60% of studios that have developed on VR have
done so on Oculus platforms

In 2021/2022, 41% of studios plan to work on
VR/AR/MR products
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PUBLISHED VIDEO GAMES

Self publishing is the primary form of publishing
used by studios

Increasing number of studios relying on a publisher
to publish their own title

A third of studios develop games for third parties
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THE TYPE OF GAMES DEVELOPED IN ITALY KEEPS
GROWING IN SOPHISTICATION
The most common genres chosen by Italian studios
are Action/Adventure (44%), Arcade (25%) and Puzzle
game (21%)
The genre breakdown shows the great variety
of games produced in the country and also indicates
that the size and complexity of the games are
increasing as the top genres shift further away
from genres typically catering to more casual gamers
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ITALIAN STUDIOS GENERATE 94% OF THEIR
REVENUE IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
For firms operating primarily in the B2C market, the main market is Europe (60%), followed by North America (25%).
The Italian market represents only 6% of Italian gaming studios revenues
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INTERNATIONAL POSITIONING
The markets where Italian game developers would like to expand their business are Europe (93%), North America (90%) and Asia (71%)
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INTERNATIONAL POSITIONING
According to respondents, the most attractive hubs
for the development of the industry are the United
Kingdom and the USA followed by Germany,
Canada and Japan
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ATTRACTIVENESS OF ITALY AS A GAMING HUB

46% of respondents stated they believe Italy has become a more attractive business location for the video games industry.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19

53% of respondents said that COVID-19 had no
impact on the firm’s operations, while 21% noted
positive effects

Only 29% of respondents received government
assistance during the pandemic
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IMPACT OF COVID-19

The detailed impact of COVID-19 continues
to position the firms in the Italian video
games industry as very adaptable and
dynamic, with 42% having seen no change

Of the negative effects, delays in closing
deals and project execution were the most
strongly felt (36%)

Only 10% of the respondents reported a
decrease in activity, again highlighting the
resilience of firms in this sector
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IMPACT OF COVID-19
53% of respondents say remote working has had no
impact on their work, while 34% said it has had
positive effects

68% of firms expect to continue to implement
working from home in the future

The high number of respondents who stated remote
work had no effect or a positive effect on business as
well as those who responded they would implement
remote work in the future indicate a high degree of
flexibility in the workforce in the Italian games sector
and show how well the industry has adapted to
current conditions
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ITALIAN GAMING STUDIOS ARE OPTIMISTIC
ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
Despite a difficult year globally 87% of respondents are optimistic about the future of the industry and their business
This is a good indicator of the current state of the industry and can be linked back to how the video games industry in the country has
adapted remarkably well to the current circumstances
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BEST PRACTICES

PARTNERING WITH GLOBAL COMPANIES
There are a good number of successful partnerships of Italian gaming companies and global gaming as well as non-gaming brands
embarking in high-scale projects

Milestone has kept demonstrating the way to partner with the big names of racing and entertainment. Besides maintaining the exclusive
license for MotoGP with DORNA, Milestone has also partnered with FELD Entertainment and most recently with Mattel for launching the
Hot Wheels console game

Ubisoft Milan crafted the concept for the first game featuring Mario developed by Ubisoft (Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle). Ubi’s Italian
crew, managed to convince Nintendo to work on a joint project, despite all the cultural, language and time zone barriers

Storm in a Teacup from its early years has attracted the attention of platform holders such as Xbox for signing an Xbox Live exclusive with
one of their games. They also received an Epic Games grant and recently signed a 1-year exclusive deal with Epic Games Store for Close to
the Sun

34BigThings became part of the Embracer group in 2020. Their Redout title that scored an 84 Metacritic for PlayStation 4 was the flagship
game and the sign of things to come within the strong Embracer federation

Xplored has partnered with major toy brands such as Ravensburger, and has successfully sold over 500K units of some of their phygital
gaming creations

After years of close collaboration on various projects, Nacon decided to increase their stake in Raceward Studio
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RAISING GAME DEVELOPMENT TALENT
FROM WITHIN
In our conversations with over a dozen Italian studios, one of the recurring themes is the focus on attracting, on motivating but especially
on developing world-class game developers in their studios

Most studios have experienced extreme headcount growth in a short timeframe but the key challenge for all of them has been talent
sourcing within a nascent and fast-growing industry. Some of the most effective methods for staffing the development teams include:
Partnering with universities and game development schools
Creating in-house game development schools (or as a separate business unit)
Repatriating Italian talent from major gaming hubs
Implementing work from anywhere to hire international talent
Mismanagement is identified by most studios as the main driver for employee churn and the main obstacle for Italy’s game development
industry to grow further. Therefore, most large and mid-size game studios have invested in building strong company cultures with a sharp
focus on people management and leadership excellence
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BEST PRACTICES

DEFENDING ITALY’S PASSION FOR
STATE-OF-THE-ART RACING
In the automobile sector, Italy has global recognition in design, technology and skills, with avant-garde research centers. The following studios
have brought Italy into the thought leadership position also in the gaming space:

Milestone have boosted their Metacritic of their multi-year MotoGP and Ride franchises not only by enhancing the design, but also by
implementing A.N.N.A. (Artificial Neural Network Agent), a machine learning technology to provide extremely realistic and natural driving
behavior, with driving systems, maneuvers and techniques very similar to those made by a professional rider

Kunos Simulazioni has sold over 3 million units of Assetto Corsa, a game that has been adopted as the de-facto racing simulator for big
name car manufacturers including Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and Fiat, and it has recently been used by GT professional drivers.
Meanwhile Kunos is preparing the launch of its upcoming game for the new generation consoles

Raceward Studio, part of Lunar Great Wall and Nacon, is also preparing a racing game with high sophistication and realism. Developed with
the KT Engine, RiMS Racing will be created by a veteran team with extensive experience launching racing games from Italy to the world
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RESILIENCE AND VERSATILITY
Most Italian gaming studios evolved from a B2B or
services company before becoming fully dedicated to a
develop and selling games, and a good number of them
have multiplied their employee count by 5 or 6-fold in
recent years
Adapting rapidly to new technology and business trends
is another common trait across Italian gaming studios.
Shifting from mobile to console/PC premium games, or
from producing casual to more sophisticated genres,
Italian studios such as Jyamma Games, Mixed Bag,
One O One Games and Strelka Games are pivoting to
compete in the premium AA games arena, building new
teams from scratch
A similar story can be told about Sicily-based Stormind
Games, which spun off from an amusement parks
company
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
A focus on the 3 Italian regions that are home of most of the Italian game development studios

Lombardy hosts Milan Games Week,
Italy’s biggest games related event as
well as being home to many of Italy’s
developers

The local government is actively seeking
to invest in several growth initiatives
including fostering the development of
video game companies

Businesses in Lombardy spends more
than 3 billion euros yearly in R&D (27.4%
of national spending)

Emilia-Romagna has the second
highest employment rate of any territory
in Italy, more than 10% higher than the
national average

The Lazio Region offers innovative
startups in the video games industry
the possibility to participate in the
Cinecittà Game Hub program, offering
select startups the possibility to receive
up to €60,000 in public grant money
and the possibility to participate in a
vertical accelerator program to
advance their idea

The main studios present in EmiliaRomagna are DESTINYbit, IV
Productions, Just Funny Games,
Melazeta and Studio Evil

The main studios with headquarters in
Lazio are Invader Studios, Kunos
Simulazioni, One O One Games and
Storm in a Teacup

The main studios present in Lombardy
are Milestone, Raceward Studio, Reply
Game Studios and Ubisoft Milan
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LOMBARDY HIGHLIGHTS
Lombardy is the richest region in Italy and one of the strongest economies in Europe, with a per capita GDP 27% higher than
the European average and a strong entrepreneurial mindset. It is home to more than 800,000 companies, almost one in
every 10 residents

Its 12 universities (7 of them in Milan) are 10% of the Italian university population and host 1/5 of the international students in
Italy. It is a leader in innovation and development, with more than 500 R&D centers and 6 science and technology parks

Businesses in Lombardy spends more than 3 billion euros yearly in R&D (27.4% of national spending)

More than a third of Italian patents are registered in Lombardy and the region contains 9 Technology Clusters:
1 | Aerospace
7 | Life Sciences

2 | Smart Factory

3 | Agrifood

8 | Smart living technologies

4 | Transport

5 | Energy

6 | Green Chemistry

9 | Smart community technologies

Lombardy hosts Milan Games Week, Italy’s biggest games related event as well as being home to many of Italy’s developers
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LAZIO HIGHLIGHTS
Lazio is home to Rome, Italy’s capital city and is the second most populous region in the country with over 5.8 million
inhabitants

Rome is the most popular tourist destination in Italy, and before the COVID-19 pandemic heavily restricted travel and tourism,
received an average of about nine million tourists every year

In the Lazio region, there are a total of 6 UNESCO World Heritage sites, with the regional government recently having
candidate two more

The city of Rome is also home to many universities, well-respected and highly accredited at both a national, and international
level such as the Sapienza University amongst others
The number of international students coming to Rome to study either full time, or for an exchange program is
continuously on the rise

The Lazio Region offers innovative startups in the video games industry the possibility to participate in the Cinecittà Game
Hub program, offering select startups the possibility to receive up to €60,000 in public grant money and the possibility to
participate in a vertical accelerator program to advance their idea

As home to the capital of Italy, and given its large international population, and world-renowned history of culture and art,
Lazio is seen as one of the most interesting places to do business both within Italy as well as from abroad
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EMILIA-ROMAGNA HIGHLIGHTS
The region of Emilia-Romagna is the sixth largest region in terms of population size, and according to the Italian Institute of
Statistics the fourth region in terms of GDP (9.1% of national GDP)

It is also the second region in terms of GDP per capita, behind Lombardy

Emilia-Romagna has the second highest employment rate of any territory (regions or autonomous provinces) in Italy, more
than 10% higher than the national average

The region is also home to the historic university of Bologna, the oldest university in continuous operation in the world,
founded in 1088

The university is well respected amongst international students with the university’s own website reporting an increasing
number of international students, even in a year plagued by COVID-19 (6,500 international students representing 8.5% of all
students)

Emilia Romagna is also home to 3 cities which have obtained UNESCO World Heritage Status (Modena, Ferrara, and
Ravenna) as well as 7 other sites that have been defined as UNESCO Messengers of Peace, Memories of the World, and
Creative Cities

The local government is actively seeking to invest in several growth initiatives including fostering the development of video
games
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A FLOURISHING GAMING ECOSYSTEM
Over 73% of the gaming studios have been operating for at least 4 years, and close to 40% of them have been active for more than 7 years

The average company size continues to grow as now 84% of the studios have more than 2 employees

Employment in the sector has grown 45% in the last 2 years

Usage of public funding has quadrupled vs 2018, and now 1 in 4 surveyed studios is receiving public funding

The industry is truly national as there is representation of most Italian regions

Studios have evolved from developing custom-made work or other B2B services to develop premium games. Also, studios who were
focused on developing one title, are now expanding capacity and versatility to develop simultaneous projects

The sector is represented by a single Association that is working on strategic initiatives and advocating for the local gaming industry with
the Italian institutions and the public opinion

Companies are actively collaborating with universities and gaming schools to build a talent pipeline
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BRAND ITALY LEADS IN NOTABLE AREAS
According to the world’s leading brand valuation consultancy, Italy ranks among the top 10 countries with the strongest influence and
reputation, and the third strongest in continental Europe

Consistency and authenticity are two key factors that have continued to provide enduring strength to Italian brands

3 Italian brands (Ferrari, Barilla and Pirelli) ranked among millennial's top-10 brands globally, and 7 Italian brands appear in the 2021 Global
RepTrak 100 ranking

Italy has more brands in the global top-20 ranking than any other European country and is home to 15 companies with a brand value above
$1.8B USD

‘Brand Italy’ performs exceptionally well, in part due to the heritage, authenticity and the associated lifestyle of many of the brands

The successful brand building exemplified by fashion, automobile and luxury companies, has started to be replicated by some gaming
studios. If the Italian gaming ecosystem continues to be nurtured, “Games Made in Italy” could be able to command a value premium in a
not-so-distant future

Sources: Brand Finance 2020
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WORLDCLASS CREATIVE AND TECHNICAL TALENT
Besides being positioned as a global leader in design, Italy is recognized for having a skilled, passionate and diligent workforce

Over a third of the population can speak English

Italy has the highest employment flexibility score among the large EU countries thanks to recent reforms

31 Italian universities are ranked in the top-500 academic institutions in the Times Higher Education World University Ranking

The effective practices of other creative industries such as the film or publishing industry are starting to be implemented in the gaming
space

17% of Italian graduates come from engineering majors (above the OECD average of 15%)

With over 1.5 million working in its creative industries, Italy has the highest share of creative professionals vs total population in the
European Union

Source: timeshighereducation.com
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STRATEGIC LOCATION IN THE HEART OF EUROPE
Italy offers access to one of the largest markets in the EU, a diversified economy and a skilled workforce

Located at the center of Europe and the Mediterranean Sea, with a large base of ports (40) and airports (42), make Italy a strategic
gateway at the crossroads of Europe, Africa and the Middle East

46 billion euros (from EU recovery funds) have been assigned for digital investments and ultra high-speed connectivity

The government also offers tax breaks to firms seeking to boost digital spending, and has appointed former Vodafone CEO as its Ministry
for Innovation and Digital Transformation

According to the Global Competitive Index 2020, a yearly benchmark published by Cornell, INSEAD and WIPO (World Intellectual
Property Organization), Italy is the world leader in the distribution of well-developed and deep innovation clusters

In that same ranking, Italy is 2nd in terms of the total number of patent applications for industrial design per $PPP GDP

In recent years Italy has also become an attractive location for foreign expats thanks to the unveiling of a preferential tax regime for highskilled workers
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ITALIAN GAMES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
IIDEA
The Italian games industry trade Association, founded in the early 2000s and formerly known as AESVI, rebranded itself as the Italian
Interactive & Digital Entertainment Association (IIDEA) in 2020
IIDEA pledges to serve as a gateway for international video gaming companies wanting to access the Italian market and facilitating global
trade for homegrown talent
With over 80 members including video games hardware manufacturers, video games publishers, Italian game developers and esports
business operators, IIDEA is one of the largest trade bodies for the gaming industry in the European Union
IIDEA sits in the Board of Directors of ISFE (the Federation representing the interests of the video games industry in Europe)
The Association is also a member of the PEGI Management Board, the European video games age ratings system that helps parents in
making informed choices during the purchase of a video game
Since 2011, with the establishment of several game development studios in Italy, IIDEA broadened its membership base to Italian video
games-producing companies, which nowadays represent most of the memberships. In 2019, the Association opened its gates to esports
business operators, such as teams and tournament organizers
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ITALIAN INTERACTIVE & DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION

IIDEA MEMBERS
34BigThings

Exeed

MixedBag

Sedleo

505 Games

Fantastico Studio

Nintendo

SimCoVR

Activart

Gameloft

Notorious Legion Esports

Singular Perception

Activision Blizzard

GhostShark Games

One O One Games

Sony Interactive Entertainment

Airland Studios

GoSkilla

Open Lab

Storm in a Teacup

Alittleb

Guarini Design

Outplayed

Stormind Games

AnotheReality

Hexon Esports

PG Esports

Strelka Games

API

Hive Division

PM Studios

Studio Evil

Bandai Namco Entertainment

HSL Esports

Polygon Moon

Studio V

Big Ben Interactive

Invader Studios

Pro2Be Esports

Take Two

BR Digital

Italian Games Factory

Progaming Italia

Tiny Bull Studios

Cordens Interactive

Iter Research

QLASH

Trinity Team

Cube Comunicazione

Just Funny Games

Raceward Studio

Ubisoft

Digital Lighthouse

Jyamma Games

Red Koi Box

Ubisoft Milan

Digital Tales

Leonardo Interactive

Reludo

UNAmedia

dpstudios

MAGA Animation

Reply Game Studios

Untold Games

Dynamight Studios

MCES Italia

Reply Totem

Warner Bros.

Electronic Arts

Meangrip

Riot Games

We Are Müesli

Empire Esports

Melazeta

Samsung Morning Stars

White Manager

Epic Games

Microsoft

Sandbox Games

Xplored

ETT Solutions

Milestone

Sandbox Studios
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Supporting the delopment of new
intellectual properties

Fostergin policies that position
Italy as an attractive venue for
investors

I T A L I A N I N T E R A C T I V E & D I G I T A L
E N T E R T A I N M E N T A S S O C I A T I O N

Making the Italian ecosystem
more attractive to Italian and
foreign talent

Investing in the
internationalization of the sector

Consolidating and strengthening
the know-how of Italian
companies
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ITALIAN INTERACTIVE & DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION

IIDEA’S STRATEGIC PLAN FOR ITALY
THE
1| SUPPORTING
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES

IIDEA believes that the Government should support the
development of new intellectual property by Italian companies
through direct funding instruments of a structural nature.

The recent introduction of the “First Playable Fund” for digital
entertainment by the Ministry of Economic Development (MISE)
in 2021 was a first step in this direction.
The measure, with an initial allocation of 4 million euro, aims at
supporting the development of video games prototypes with
public grants between €10,000 and €200,000 to cover 50% of
the production estimated costs. Projects must be completed
within 18 months from the assignment of the grant. The funds
received from this grant are not a loan and the company
receiving them has no commitment to repay the giver of the
grant in anyway.
However, the first round of grants has not started yet, and the
measure needs to be refinanced on a multiannual basis (at least
5 years) and strengthened, in the wake of what has already been
achieved by other European countries, with a minimum overall
financial endowment of at least €10 million per year.
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ITALIAN INTERACTIVE & DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION

IIDEA’S STRATEGIC PLAN FOR ITALY
POLICIES
2| FOSTERING
THAT POSITION ITALY

AS AN ATTRACTIVE VENUE
FOR INVESTORS

IIDEA believes that the adoption of the tax credit for video game
production is a fundamental measure to promote the attraction
of private investments by publishers and local and international
investors.

The tax credit was introduced by Law no. 220, known as the
“Legge Cinema”, of 14 November 2016, but has never been
implemented due to the lack of the necessary implementing
decree by the Ministry of Culture (MIC). According to the latest
available information, the measure should cover up to 25% of
eligible production costs, for amounts not exceeding €1 million
per year per beneficiary company.

IIDEA wishes the measure is notified to the European
Commission and approved as soon as possible. Moreover,
according to the Association, to make the measure effective and
competitive, Italy should aim at a tax credit equal to 30% of
eligible production costs, with a ceiling of at least €2 million.
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ITALIAN INTERACTIVE & DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION

IIDEA’S STRATEGIC PLAN FOR ITALY
THE ITALIAN
3| MAKING
ECOSYSTEM MORE

ATTRACTIVE TO ITALIAN
AND FOREIGN TALENT

4|

INVESTING IN THE
INTERNATIONALIZATION
OF THE SECTOR

IIDEA believes that the growth of Italian industry also depends on
the ability to keep Italian talent in the country and to attract new
talent from Europe and the world. This logic of creative and
technical contamination could help Italian companies increase
the quality of their productions. In order to achieve this, it is
essential to establish contacts with the main entry points to the
labor market, especially universities, both nationally and
internationally, and to create an orientation service for gaming
professions and matching supply and demand.

IIDEA believes that the promotion of Italian companies abroad
must remain a fundamental point for the development of the
national industry, all the more so after a year of pandemic that
has cancelled participation in the sector's main international
events. The Association hopes that the video game sector will be
put in the foreground by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation (MAECI) and the ICE Agency, and that
the most diverse ways of supporting internationalization can be
considered, both towards established markets and towards new
markets that are more difficult for Italian developers to access.
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IIDEA’S STRATEGIC PLAN FOR ITALY

5| CONSOLIDATING
AND STRENGTHENING
THE KNOW-HOW OF
ITALIAN COMPANIES

IIDEA believes that one of the fundamental aspects in which to
intervene is the know-how of businesses, especially small and
micro enterprises, in the management and managerial field. All
the surveys conducted in recent years have confirmed a lower
average age of entrepreneurs compared to other sectors and an
increasing number of new businesses. To achieve this objective, it
is important to foster the exchange of skills between younger
entrepreneurs and more structured and consolidated realities
and to provide a continuous mentoring service vertically focused
on start-ups in the gaming sector.
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ITALIAN INTERACTIVE & DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION

IIDEA INITIATIVES TO SUPPORT
GAME DEVELOPERS
1|

FIRST PLAYABLE

2|

ITALIAN VIDEO GAME AWARDS

3|

BI-ANNUAL INDUSTRY CENSUS

4|

READY TO PITCH

5|

BUSINESS TALKS

6|

OTHER INITIATIVES
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ITALIAN INTERACTIVE & DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT ASSOCIATION

IIDEA INITIATIVES TO SUPPORT
GAME DEVELOPERS
First Playable: IIDEA and the Tuscan Film Commission jointly organize the First Playable event, Italy’s leading international video
games industry event. The event features talks from select industry guests, coaching sessions and workshops for developers, and
business meetings. The 2020 event saw more than 50 publishers and investors from around the world attend, as well as 70 Italian
game development studios

The Italian Video Game Awards reward the best video games published during the year and promote the cultural and artistic value of
this medium. IVGA is exclusively dedicated to Italian-made video games, a light on the best of the Italian development talent with
the awards themselves decided by an international panel of respected luminaries from across the game industry

Every two years the Association conducts a survey on the state of the video games industry in the country, aiming to detect specific
characteristics relevant to their organization and activities as well as the difficulties companies in this sector face and opportunities
for development

A free online coaching service called “Ready to Pitch” is also offered to provide feedback to developers

The Association also hosts the Business Talks on its Discord channel to promote networking between developers as well as involving
other national and international guests

Through other initiatives, the Association is supporting game developers in finding public funding opportunities, promoting special
projects for public-private partnerships, and promoting the potential of the video games industry as an economic sector to public
institutions in order to gain public support
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THE RIGHT TIME
FOR INVESTING IN ITALY IS NOW
With proven success stories of varied game franchises that have
reached major international audiences and with the
strengthening and sophistication of its gaming studios, the
highly collaborative Italian game development industry has
shown that it can build global hits locally

The broad availability of talent in a strategic and well-connected
location at the center of Europe, inspired by centuries of creative
tradition, are other pillars that many gaming companies and
professionals are starting to leverage

As government support starts to kick-in, the only missing
ingredient to convert Italy into one of the most promising
gaming hubs in Europe is stronger investment from
multinational gaming companies

A country that is still the home to many of the world’s most
powerful brands, with thousands of passionate and hard-working
professionals, is ready to partner and build great games for the
global audience
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IDEAS FOR SCALING
YOUR BUSINESS IN ITALY
1|

Leverage the broad studio
services offered in Italy

2|

Over a dozen Italian studios
provide porting, audio and
testing at competitive pricing

4|

Strengthen your
Publishing pipeline
Choose among a refreshing set
of high-quality games for your
publishing label, storefront or
subscription service

Expand your output
via Work for Hire

3|

Put your next game in hands
of talented and tech savvy
game developers

5|

Assess M&A
Opportunities
Get familiarized with potential
partnerships or mergers and
acquisition opportunities

Explore opportunities
to co-develop your game
Join other leading companies
who have successfully
partnered with Italian studios

6|

Partner with some of
the world’s most creative minds
Beyond programming your
game, Italian game developers
can help you craft your next
great title or franchise concept,
from ideation to execution

IIDEA and IDG Consulting can help you identify options for each of these opportunities
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Yoshio Osaki
President/CEO

I D G

A

C O N S U L T I N G

T E A M

O F

T E A M

E X P E R T

S P E C I A L I S T S

On every major study and in our Syndicated Market
Research Platform, IDG’s entire Senior Executive
Team works hand-in-hand with the Client. We pride
ourselves on skill set diversity, bringing the best
members to produce results with the most impact.
Most of our Team has deep research, finance,
analytics, and consulting experience.

•

•
•

•
•
•

Fortune 500 technology
consultant, hedge fund investor in
game companies, angel in 10
gaming startups
Board Member
Early-stage investor in Tencent,
Activision, EA, NetEase, and TakeTwo
Experience with Qual, Quant, and
B2B Qual
Graduate of Stanford University
XP: 17 years
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•

•
•
•
•

Buwon Tran

Emilie Avera

Christina Kei

Tejinder Mangat

Chief Research Officer

Vice President

Director of Research

Senior Project Manager

Leads IDG’s primary consumer
research engagements, with
expertise in global markets
Consumer Insights & Marketing
Analytics Head Executive at WBIE
Former Head of Consumer Insights
at EA and BP
BS at Georgetown University, MBA
at USC
XP: 25+ years

•
•

•
•
•

Manages IDG’s proprietary market
model and forecasting engine
Led strategy and financial
modeling projects for 2 major
games platforms and several indie
developers
Strategic planning and portfolio
management skills
Graduate of UC Davis
XP: 15 years

•
•

•

•
•

Experience in equity trading and
corporate finance
Corporate finance expertise
applied to all gaming segments,
market intelligence, and
forecasting
Led strategy projects for 2 major
platforms and several games
publishers
Graduate of UC Berkeley
XP: 13 years

•
•
•
•

•
•

Former Data Analyst at Apple &
Google
Project lead on subscription
research
Expertise in data visualization and
DBA
Led strategy projects for top
console platform, and diligence on
mobile publishers
Graduate of UC Santa Barbara
XP: 7 years
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•

•
•

•
•

Jeremy Miller

Daniel Cervantes

Giacomo Baraldi

Chief Data Scientist

Managing Director EMEA

Jr Market Manager

Leads IDG’s Data Analytics
capabilities, including the SGC
Tool Suite
Former executive at Activision,
THQ, and Valve
Gaming analyst in addition to
data science and analytics skill
sets
BS at Cornell, MBA from UCLA
Anderson School of Business
XP: 18 years

•

•
•
•

•

•

Former Managing Director at
Microsoft/Xbox and executive at top
specialty games retailer
Co-founder at major digital business
school and angel investor
Former Analyst at Ipsos
Led strategy and go-to-market
advisory projects for various game
publishers and platform holders
Engineering degree at ITESM and
post-graduate studies at Columbia U.,
Oxford and IMD
XP: 25+ years

•
•

•

Jr Market Analyst at IDG EMEA
since 2019
Graduated from IE University with
a Bachelor in Business
Administration.
Born in Italy and raised in Austria
and Switzerland
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TRUSTED ADVISOR TO GAMES LEADERS
10 of the Top 10 global publishers; 3 of the Top 3 console platforms; and huge reach across indies, AA, startups, and all parts of the games ecosystem
IDG’s deep games industry relationships are built on trust, experience, and expertise
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THE GAMING EXPERT FOR TECH AND MEDIA LEADERS
4 of the Top 5 global technology companies; 4 of the Top 5 global media companies; cutting-edge esports brands; 5 of the Top 5 gaming retailers;
and 3 of the Top 5 gaming peripheral manufacturers work with IDG
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TOP CONSULTING/INVESTMENT FIRMS RELY ON IDG
As the top games industry expert specialist, the major management consulting firms are IDG clients, and directly reach out to IDG for games
expertise and management consulting engagement strategy
IDG has been lead advisor on many gaming investment and M&A deals for major VCs, Private Equity, and gaming strategics
IDG wins over 90% of competitive bids over the big consulting firms and other generalist market research firms
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ANNEX: A

SELECTION OF

34BigThings is a developer for premium games across PC, console,
and mobile devices. Their focus is on delivering “accessible games
with a high skill ceiling”

Founded in 2013, it currently has a staff of more than 35
employees, with over 50% of them having over 9 years of
experience in their role

34BigThings has released over 10 premium games across al
consoles, PC and mobile
Redout, a futuristic racing game, has won 14
international awards making it one of the most
successful games developed in Italy
Goat of Duty, a first-person shooter with goats as main
characters, has built an active fanbase that plays the
game and generates content across the globe
Redout: Space Assault was chosen to be part of the
Apple Arcade launch and is also available for PC and
consoles
This successful studio with HQ in Turin which was acquired by the
Embracer Group (through its Saber Interactive subsidiary) in
November 2020, has also developed its publishing label and a
gaming incubator

GAMING COMPANIES
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ANNEX: A

SELECTION OF

505 Games is global video game publisher and a subsidiary of the
listed entertainment company Digital Bros

It publishes and distributes retail and digital titles, both premium,
and free-to-play on consoles, PC, handheld platforms, mobile, and
social networks

505 Games has offices around the world including locations such
as California, the UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, China, and
Japan

Games published by 505 Games include Assetto Corsa and
Assetto Corsa Competizione, Death Stranding, and their fully
owned IP, Ghostrunner and Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons

505 Games aims to continue to be involved in the production of
original games with a global reach and that can attract an
audience in all continents

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Startup based in Milan specialized in the development of
immersive eXtended Reality solutions (VR/AR/MR) with
applications in business and entertainment

The studio has around 19 employees

They mainly focus on B2B 3D real-time solutions for enterprise
customers, such as simulations, learning games, collaborative
virtual spaces, brand creative projects, and advergames

Their most ambitious project is a low-code platform for XR, a
framework that the company is now using internally to fasten the
development of its projects, but that is actively working to bring to
market soon

Thanks to their focused expertise on XR, they are the technology
partner of choice of companies like ENI, IBM and BMW. Trenitalia,
for example, has partnered with AnotheReality to bring for the first
time a fully interactive VR experience onboard of its fast trains for
a mass-market usage. While most projects by AnotheReality are
XR related, they have experience in developing mobile games as
well, such as their successful title developed for MSC The Sea
Rider, published on Android and the iOS App Store.

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Broken Arms Games is a full-service game development company,
producing both original games as well as bespoke games for
corporate clients

Broken Arms Games has a proven track record working with other
studios developing mobile games, such as Monster
Energy Supercross and My Ride Challenge based on Milestone IP’s

Original Broken Arms Games developments include Kaboom
Monster, Atomine and recently Hundred Days - Winemaking
Simulator, a critically acclaimed sim game about making wine
settled up in the beautiful region where the studio is located,
Piedmont

GAMING COMPANIES
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ANNEX: A

SELECTION OF

A new Italian game development company based in Milan

Vesper, the studio’s first game, will be first released on Steam and
GOG.com

Vesper is a new take on 90's 2D atmospheric platformers, with
unique game mechanics - such as controlling enemies - mixed
with puzzles, stealth and a highly-praised visual style

Vesper is published by Deck13 Spotlight, with a release date set
this year (2021)

GAMING COMPANIES
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ANNEX: A

SELECTION OF

Invader Studios is an independent Italian software house, located
in the Roman countryside

The studio released its first survival horror game, Daymare: 1998 in
2019. The game is available on PS4, Xbox One, Steam and
GOG.com

Since its foundation, Invader Studios has taken part in and held
many workshops and seminars for game developers during
international events such as Microsoft Meeting Milan, Codemotion,
Milan Games Week, Google Dev Fest. It has also taken on the role
of training partner for the Digital Bros Game Academy

The studio also worked on Resident Evil 2 Reborn, an unofficial
remake of Capcom's 1998 classic which has drawn more than 1
million views on YouTube

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Italian Games Factory is a video game software house for PC and
Console games, focused on high-quality graphics and mid-core
gameplay. The team is composed by 25 people and now is
developing Haunted Space, a horror-sci-fi space flight simulator.
Founded in 2017, the company is the result of a partnership
between two different, but complementary companies:
IV Productions: Since the early days of the Italian video
game industry, IV Productions has produced PC and
console video games for the international market,
boasting numerous successes on various platforms, such
as Riot: Civil Unrest, Progetto Ustica, Nicholas Eymerich:
The Inquisitor, VR Ping Pong PRO.
iMasterArt: A leader in the artistic entertainment
Education sector offering unique, specialized Master’s
degrees, ranging from 2D Concept to Full CG Cinematics
Production, Video Games and Film Post-production, with
offices in Milan, Turin, Genoa, Bologna and Rome.

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Jyamma Games is an independent game studio based in Milan
The studio boasts a variety of successful mobile games such as Go Down,
a casual PVP game and Cowzuuka, a new mobile shooter
Other games developed by Jyamma include Matchy Catch, a puzzle
match game, also for mobile, and Hi-Ball Rush, a mobile
adventure/arcade game
While initially focused on developing only mobile titles, Jyamma Games
has scaled up and is currently developing Project Galileo, a “Soulslike” AA+
game conceived to appeal to demanding and sophisicated hardcore
gamers
Jyamma used their success in developing mobile games to expand the
scope of their business to developing AA+ games, creating a middle
ground between AAA and AA indie games
Jyamma’s management team has successfully attracted top talent based
in Italy and in international markets to join the studio in this ambitious
project that aims to represent Italy’s culture and folklore from an Italian
perspective
Jyamma has a staff of over 42 developers and remains fully independent

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Kunos Simulazioni is an Italian video game developer known for
developing two of the most frequently used racing simulators,
Assetto Corsa and Assetto Corsa Competizione
Assetto Corsa has sold over 3 million units worldwide,
and the esports community is continuously growing
with esports being used as a points awarding race in
the GT World Challenge Europe Cup

Kunos started in 2005 as a one-man team and rapidly evolved
into one of the leading game development studios in Italy by
developing Assetto Corsa. It turned into one of the most
recognizable developers of realistic racing simulators
Currently has a team of 30 developers and employees

Kunos aims to deliver realistic driving simulators as well as
professional training software that can be used for drivers and
racing teams as well as advanced video game racing simulators
Today Assetto Corsa is used by some professional drivers
as a racing simulator to practice their craft and is also
one of the most successful racing simulation video
games on the market

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Founded in 1994 by a group of video-game enthusiasts who
established the company as one of the global leaders in the field
of racing games. Currently has over 250 employees, making it by
far the largest in Italy

Continued success led Milestone to take the step into the
publishing industry, thus increasing its portfolio with the MotoGP,
MXGP and Monster Energy Supercross franchises, as well as
publishing its first proprietary IP with RIDE

Koch Media, a leading producer and distributor of digital
entertainment products and a subsidiary of the Embracer Group,
acquired Milestone in 2019

Milestone has been very effective in building important
partnerships with world renowned firms such as:
Dorna (commercial rights holder for MotoGP), TIM
Games, Youth Stream, Feld Entertainment and
MATTEL Inc with whom they are about to launch a
game based on the Hot Wheels franchise

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

MixedBag is a Turin based video game development studio
focused on the creation and development of new and
original games for mobile, console and computer using the
latest technologies in innovative ways

The studio has an extensive multiplatform experience,
having developed and published games on all major
platforms: from Nintendo 3DS to PlayStation 4, Nintendo
Switch, Wii U, Xbox One, PC and mobile

MixedBag is strongly technology driven, always aiming to
use the latest available innovations and platforms to provide
new ways to play

Secret Oops!, an Augmented Reality multiplayer game
available exclusively on Apple Arcade, is the studio biggest
project to date

MixedBag has currently 10 employees

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Founded in 1993, NAPS Team has developed over 45
different titles across multiple platforms

Gekido is one of their most successful titles, and NAPS has
also gained significant notoriety through their upcoming
project, Baldo, a Zelda-inspired Action RPG game

NAPS Team has developed titles across a broad range of
genres including Fighting to Sport, Action, RPG, Flight
Simulation, Racing, Third person Shooters, Platform, Party
Games, Advergame, Casual Games, Puzzle, and Runners

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Founded in 2008, One O One Games evolved from being a postprocessing studio into a creative software company specialized in
the development of video games for console, PC, mobile, and
Virtual Reality platforms.

After developing the successful mobile titles Fury Roads Survivor
which had over 7M global downloads and topped several
worldwide rankings, they pivoted to PC story-driven games and
launched the Suicide of Rachel Foster on PC and Consoles

With a staff of over 50 people, the studio is also known for VR Ping
Pong Pro (PlayStation, Steam). They are currently developing Gray,
a survival-horror PC and console game, which will be publishing in
2022.

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

RaceWard Studio is an Italian video game developer, creating
state-of-the-art racing games on PlayStation5, PlayStation 4, Xbox
Series X|S, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch and PC

Based in Milan, the studio is best known for its upcoming
collaboration with NACON (its majority stakeholder since 2020) on
RiMS Racing, a game that pledges to offer motorbike racing
enthusiasts a unique concept of combining mechanics and riding,
with unprecedented level of detail

RaceWard’ founders and leadership team have built a strong
company culture focused on delivering quality products with
efficiency while cultivating both a work-life-balance and highly
rewarding professional environment for their staff

With a team of over 40 developers with multi-year experience in
video games and racing game simulators, RaceWard Studio
successfully scaled 4x their talent base in less than 6 months,
while it is reportedly preparing further growth and new projects
for the upcoming year

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Stormind Games, a Sicily-based studio with a proven track record
for developing games with a distinctive visual style and strong
narrative, was founded in 2016
Focused on Action-Adventure and Action RPG premium games
for PC and console with the vision to build proprietary IP’s
Their first title developed, Remothered: Tormented Fathers, was
subsequently released in 2018 and was recognized by Eurogamer
as the Best Indie and Best Italian Game, and also won several
other “Best Italian Game” awards
In 2020 Stormind developed a second game in its Remothered
saga called Broken Porcelain, and the studio is currently working
on its brand new first proprietary IP, Batora: Lost Haven
Stormind has also spent considerable time networking with
international studios to learn and share best practices
With 50 employees and a dozen freelance collaborators, Stormind
is focused on attracting talent from Sicily, as well as other Italian
regions and international markets

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Storm in a Teacup (STC), one of the main video game factories in
Italy, was founded in Rome in 2013 and remains as one of the few
fully independent gaming companies in Europe

In the years since, four games have been released for platforms
such as PC, VR, PlayStation, Xbox, and Switch

Close to the Sun is STC’s newest project, released in 2019 on Xbox,
PlayStation, and Switch. For the PC version they signed a one-year
exclusive deal for the Epic Games Store

The award-winning first-person horror game, which takes place in
the end of the 19th century, has been dubbed in over 10
languages

With over 20 employees, STC is also focused on building a local
talent pool through training and scouting programs, and is an
active supporter of the Italian video game ecosystem

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Strelka Games is an independent game studio, conceived as an
internal team and part of Belka, a design consultancy firm which
operates mostly in B2B

Strelka Games plans on becoming more independent and
managed to achieve notable growth as an independent studio
thanks to collaborations with other studios

Most recently, Strelka Games is focused on the development of
Hell is Others, their first game set to be released on all platforms
fully developed in-house
Hell is Others is developed in collaboration with Yonder,
another Italian video game studio
This is Strelka’s most ambitious project to date, and as
the game will be published across platforms, is set to
significantly increase the studio’s reach

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Small independent studio founded in 2017 by experienced game
developers

Their most popular title is Bud Spencer & Terence Hill - Slaps and
Beans, released in 2018, a beat ‘em up game based on the famous
Spaghetti Western Italian actors
This game was funded with a successful Kickstarter
campaign which saw Trinity Team raise over $200,000 in
funding for its development

Trinity Team is based in Bologna and has employees collaborating
outside of Italy

GAMING COMPANIES
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SELECTION OF

Ubisoft Milan was founded in 1998 and has developed 23 games on
all platforms since its establishment

Currently the studio has a staff of more than 112 employees

In collaboration with other Ubisoft studios, they worked on franchises
such as Rayman, Splinter Cell, Just Dance, and Assassin’s Creed

Its talent pool has grown also thanks to active partnerships with the
top game programming and design schools in Italy

A recent project developed at Ubisoft Milan was Ghost Recon:
Wildlands, which has become one of the most renowned Ubisoft
games of all time

Ubisoft Milan crafted the concept to develop the first game featuring
Mario developed by Ubisoft

The development of both Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle and the
Donkey Kong Adventure DLC has allowed Ubisoft Milan to leverage
their expertise as a studio

GAMING COMPANIES
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Untold Games is a development studio based in Genova primarily
focused on creating video games and VR experiences
characterized by deep storytelling and a strong emotional impact

Untold Games also provide development services to third party
studios ranging from prototyping to the development of full
multiplatform games. A recent example is the porting to
Nintendo Switch of Journey to the Savage Planet, published by
505 Games

The projects TerraMars and Loading Human: Chapter 1 have won
multiple awards and have been recognized on an international
level and the project the studio is currently working on has
received the support of the Creative Europe Programme - MEDIA
of the European Union

GAMING COMPANIES
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Xplored is an Italian video game developer and creator of many
“phygital” products founded in Rapallo (Genoa) in 2008

Xplored’s increased interest in “phygital” products (interactive toys,
interactive board games, etc.) came from the core team’s vision to
offer innovative user experience by smart hardware-software
hybrid games enhanced by a meaningful use of innovative
technologies

The studio boasts more than twenty years in digital entertainment
experience, having developed tens of games for international
brands and partners

The firm is very active in depositing proprietary technology
patents, some of which are now used to create Smart Toys and
enhanced Boardgames played globally

Xplored is an independent company with a strong prospect to
maximize the opportunities converging in the positive
momentum of the growing boardgame market, proprietary
innovative technologies and video game development expertise

GAMING COMPANIES
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